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unfolding can still lead to duplication of work, namely in
uniﬁcation with multiple heads:
Let us return to the program in Listing 1 with the set A =
{inboth(X,[Y],[V,W])}. The query can be fully unfolded
producing the partial deduction P
′ (Listing 3) of P with
respect to A.
inboth(X,[X],[X,W]).
inboth(X,[X],[V,X]).
Listing 3: Specialising Listing 1 for
{inboth(X,[Y],[V,W])}
No goal has been duplicated by the leftmost non-determinate
unfolding, but the uniﬁcation X=Y for ← inboth(X,[Y],[V,W])
has been duplicated in the residual code. This uniﬁcation
can have a substantial cost when the corresponding actual
terms are large.
Another trap of partial deduction is the possible loss of
indexing. Indeed, Prolog systems spend a lot of their time
looking up clauses that match the current goal. When all
calling arguments are free, the system has no choice but to
go through the clauses one by one. However, if some of the
arguments are (at least partially) instantiated then some
clauses that do not match can be skipped. This is achieved
using argument indexing and takes analogy from indexing in
database systems. The standard Prolog indexing techniques
rely on ﬁrst argument clause indexing; that is they by de-
fault index on the ﬁrst argument. Indexing can provide an
important performance boost when searching over a large
set of clauses.
Listing 4 is a a simple program with a collection of facts
represented by p/2. By default indexing will be performed
on the ﬁrst argument of p/2, and as long as the ﬁrst argu-
ment in the call to p/2 is instantiated we will beneﬁt from
the speedups of indexing.
index_test(f(_),Y,Z) :- p(Y,Z).
p(a,1).
p(b,2).
p(c,3).
p(d,4).
p(e,5).
p(f,6).
p(g,7).
p(h,8).
p(i,9).
p(j,10).
Listing 4: Example using clause indexing
During specialisation unfolding may change the behaviour
of the clause indexing. Through unfolding, facts may be
subsumed by calling predicates, whose argument orderings
diﬀer. When specialising Listing 4 for index test(A,B,C) it
is safe to fully unfold the call to p/2, as termination is guar-
anteed and it removes a level of redirection. Unfortunately
in the newly created index test 0/3 predicate (Listing 5),
the ﬁrst argument is no longer a useful basis for clause in-
dexing and as a result, the specialised code is substantially
slower than the original program (taking twice as long to
complete the same benchmark).
index_test__0(f(_), a, 1).
index_test__0(f(_), b, 2).
index_test__0(f(_), c, 3).
index_test__0(f(_), d, 4).
index_test__0(f(_), e, 5).
index_test__0(f(_), f, 6).
index_test__0(f(_), g, 7).
index_test__0(f(_), h, 8).
index_test__0(f(_), i, 9).
index_test__0(f(_), j, 10).
Listing 5: Specialising Listing 4 for
index test(A,B,C). The useful clause indexing has
been lost
In Ciao Prolog (and some others), the indexer allows pro-
grammers to select the argument(s) to index on. This would
be an alternative to not unfolding the call, but would still
require that the specialiser changes the indexing informa-
tion. The classical solution is to avoid any reordering of
arguments, but this is not enough to prevent this problem.
Using pure determinate unfolding (no non-determinate un-
folding except at the root of an SLD-tree) together with no
argument reordering avoids most of the problems. However,
most determinate unfolding rules are not pure and allow one
non-determinate step, this is often important for precision
(see benchmarks in [16]).
2 Another related problem is the
loss of indexing due to argument ﬁltering. For example, take
the following program:
p(f(a,b)).
p(f(b,c)).
p(f(d,e)).
p(f(e,a)).
Specialising for p(f(X,Y)) produces the following spe-
cialised code:
p__1(a,b).
p__1(b,c).
p__1(d,e).
p__1(e,a).
Filtering has removed the f/2 structure and replaced it
with two arguments representing the substructure. Now,
potentially the specialised program will run slower for a
runtime query such as p(f(X,a)), provided the underlying
Prolog system provides “deep” indexing (e.g., Ciao Prolog
does allow this with the indexer package). This is because
only the ﬁrst argument is indexed, and the lookup is on the
second argument in the specialised program. However, most
Prolog systems only index on the top-level functor (e.g., SIC-
Stus) and hence there is actually no slow-down. In fact the
program can run faster as the functor f/2 no longer needs
to be deconstructed.
The behaviour of the indexing in diﬀerent Prologs is a case
where depending on the Prolog the specialiser could behave
diﬀerently to produce better quality code. Prolog systems
also impose a maximum number of arguments. Some Pro-
log systems do not, but after a certain limit (e.g., 32) all
further arguments are simply put into a list. As argument
ﬁltering can increase the number of arguments, this must be
taken into account by the specialiser. Other diﬀerences may
exist between Prologs and platforms, for example features
such as tabling may inﬂuence the performance of specialised
programs.
In this section we have only scratched the surface of vari-
ous ways in which existing partial deduction techniques can
go wrong (more pitfalls can be found in [23], most of which
are still valid today). Also, even when partial deduction
2This is less of an issue in conjunctive partial deduction, as
variable links between calls are not automatically lost when
one stops unfolding; see [12].Benchmark Fitness Execution Compiled Code Specialisation Optimisation Attempted
Program Function Time Size (bytes) Time Time Conﬁgurations
advisor original 700ms 4098 - - -
advisor BTA 700ms 13929 20ms - -
advisor time 430ms 9256 20ms 21s 14
advisor size 700ms 4098 20ms 10s 16
advisor time & size 440ms 4784 20ms 23s 16
inboth original 850ms 1453 - - -
inboth BTA 450ms 4717 20ms - -
inboth time 370ms 3942 20ms 21s 20
inboth size 820ms 1289 20ms 17s 26
inboth time & size 470ms 1673 20ms 24s 23
index test original 2570ms 1753 - - -
index test BTA 5270ms 1675 20ms - -
index test time 2570ms 1753 20ms 21s 4
index test size 5270ms 1675 20ms 3s 4
index test time & size 2570ms 1753 20ms 21s 4
match original 800ms 1037 - - -
match BTA 510ms 2204 20ms - -
match time 440ms 1487 20ms 7s 7
match size 800ms 1037 20ms 5s 8
match time & size 440ms 1487 20ms 10s 8
missionaries original 4710ms 6701 - - -
missionaries BTA 4710ms 55956 80ms - -
missionaries time 3490ms 11802 60ms 2332s 505
missionaries size 3880ms 6259 80ms 413s 688
missionaries time & size 3830ms 6263 60ms 3386s 715
regexp original 3540ms 1620 - - -
regexp BTA 810ms 1417 20ms - -
regexp time 810ms 1417 20ms 44s 19
regexp size 810ms 1417 20ms 16s 24
regexp time & size 810ms 1417 20ms 55s 24
relative original 1400ms 2544 - - -
relative BTA 320ms 2356 20ms - -
relative time 270ms 5411 20ms 47s 33
relative size 280ms 2364 20ms 37s 40
relative time & size 280ms 2364 20ms 28s 22
vanilla bd original 430ms 9891 - - -
vanilla bd BTA 760ms 8369 20ms - -
vanilla bd time 260ms 9092 20ms 142s 21
vanilla bd size 760ms 8369 20ms 87s 14
vanilla bd time & size 260ms 8938 20ms 142s 21
Table 4: Experimental results for the self-tuning algorithm
ﬁguration, the algorithm may try many diﬀerent conﬁgura-
tions. This is costly as each conﬁguration must be tested for
safety, specialised and then benchmarked. To optimise the
algorithm we must either speed up the total time taken per
conﬁguration, or reduce the number of conﬁgurations that
are tested.
The benchmarking itself must produce timings with enough
granuality to distinguish between the best cases, meaning
that the time taken to benchmark each conﬁguration can-
not easily be reduced. In the case where a benchmark is run
multiple times to produce reliable results, it may be possible
to change the measurement taken, instead using the number
of iterations possible in a given time period.
At each iteration in the beam search, single stage muta-
tions are added to the set of conﬁgurations. There is cur-
rently no attempt at genetic crossover,
5 combining conﬁgu-
rations with good performance in the hope of ﬁnding a bet-
ter one. Of course, na¨ ıvely breeding conﬁgurations may not
produce better answers, but there are situations where com-
bining two independent mutations will allow the algorithm
to converge on the ﬁnal solution faster. Further work is
needed to determine when conﬁgurations can be combined
and an initial starting point could be mutations aﬀecting
diﬀerent predicates, or by using some form of dependency
analysis. It may also be possible to divide large programs
into smaller sections for optimisation. While this can re-
move possible optimisations, it increases the scalability of
the algorithm. Another possible way to improve the scal-
5Strictly speaking our current algorithm is actually closer to
an evolutionary algorithm rather than a genetic algorithm
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